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Let M be a non-compact differentiable manifold of dimension 26. Suppose both ,M and &%4 
are l-ended spaces. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for M to be diffeomorphic to 
the complement of a compact subset of the boundary of a compact manifold. There are four 
conditions: two geometric conditions and two algebraic obstructions. We give examples to show 
that these obstructions are not always trivial. In particular, an example of a manifold is constructed 
which does not have a completion but any tubular neighborhood of codimension 23 has a 
completion. We also classify the different ways to complete a given manifold. 
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Introduction 
We are going to study the following problem: given a non-compact smooth 
manifold M” when does there exist a compact manifold N and a compact subset 
K c dN such that A4 is diffeomorphic to N\K? We call M compietable if N and 
K exist. 
Tucker, [16], gave necessary and sufficient conditions for a 3-manifold to be 
completable, the special case in which K is required to be all of aN had been 
previously handled in [7]. 
The analogous question for Q-manifolds (0 = Hilbert Cube) has been solved by 
Chapman and Siebenmann [2]. They gave necessary and sufficient conditions for 
a Q-manifold to be homeomorphic to the complement of a Z-set in a compact 
Q-manifold. This is the analogue because the Z-sets in finite dimensional manifolds 
are precisely the compact subsets of the boundary. 
If we restrict the above question by assuming that &‘!4 is the interior of a compact 
manifold, then necessary and sufficient conditions are given in Siebenmann’s Thesis, 
[13] (form b 6). Another way of saying this is that [ 131 gives necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the manifold M in our question to be completable by the addition 
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of a compact (m - l)-dimensional submanifold K caN (m 26). Thus [7] in 
dimension 3 is more or less analogous to [13] in dimensions ~6. We seek an 
analogue in dimensions 26 to [ 161. 
Theorem. Suppose Mm is an m-manifold m 5 6 and both M and aM are l-ended. 
M is completable if and only if 
(1) M has peripherally stable fundamental group at CD. 
(2) Mis tame at CO. 
(3) The Wall obstruction u(M) = 0. 
(4) An obstruction in lim’ -A compact Wh(rl(M\A)) vanishes. 
We briefly indicate the method of proof. In Section 1 we give a geometric 
characterization of manifolds which are completable, Theorem 1.1. From this we 
see how to proceed: we want to build an infinite sequence of relative s-cobordisms 
filling up M. This naturally breaks into three steps. First we build cobordisms 
(W, WI, W,) so that for i = 1, 2, rr,( Wi) + TTI( W) is an isomorphism. Condition (1) 
is used to obtain these. We then want to modify these to h-cobordisms. The 
obstruction (3) to doing this was identified in Siebenmann. We rely heavily on his 
work. Finally we want to alter these h-cobordisms to s-cobordisms and this is 
where (4) enters the picture. 
Recall that in [2] it is shown that if M satisfies (2), (3) and (4) then M x Q has 
a Q-manifold completion. An example is constructed in Section 5 which satisfies 
(2)-(4) but not condition (1). In other words, we construct a non-completable M” 
such that M x Q has a Q-manifold completion. What is going on here is explained 
by Theorem 5.2: even if M does not satisfy (1) any tubular neighborhood of 
codimension 23 satisfies (1). 
In Section 6 an equivalence relation is defined on the set of completions of a 
non-compact manifold M. We then show, Theorem 6.1, that there is a l-l corre- 
spondence between 
lim 
-A cOmpacf Wh rrI(M\A) and the set of equivalence classes. 
Recall forX non-compact, Wh ri(X) = -!% {Wh rrI(A): A c X is compact}, i.e., 
it is the algebraically defined Whitehead group of X. Theorem 6.1 is the analogue 
of the Classification Theorem of [2]. 
We remark that in [ 141, Siebenmann seems to claim a special case of our theorem. 
However, no proof is given there. 
I would like to thank my advisor Ross Geoghegan who orginally suggested this 
problem to me. Without his encouragement this thesis would not have been 
completed. 
I would like to thank Dennis Pixton for many useful conversations during the 
course of this work. 
1. Geometric characterization of completions 
In this section we give necessary and sufficient geometrical conditions for a 
manifold to admit a completion. After this we define O-neighborhoods and other 
terminology. 
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By a manifold we mean adifferentiable (Cr) manifold which may have boundary. 
If M is a manifold we denote the interior of ‘vi by hi- and the boundary by JM. If 
A c M then JLA = A n JM, IntMA is the topological interior of A, and 6A denotes 
the frontier or topological boundary of A in M. If M is a non-compact manifold 
we say that Mean be completed if M is diffeomorphic to N\K where N is a compact 
manifold and K is a compact subset of JN. 
The following theorem, which appeared in a 3-dimensional piecewise linear 
setting in [16], is fundamental in deriving later algebraic characterizations of 
manifolds which can be completed. 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that M” (n ~6) is a non-compact manifold. M can be 
completed if and only if M = IJY Mi where for ail i : 
(1) M, is a compact codimension 0 submanifold (with corners along JSMi) 
whose frontier is a neat submanifold (i.e. JSMi = JM nSMi and 6Mi is transverse 
to JM); 
(2) Mi c IntMMi,i; 
(3) both SMi +Mi+i\IntMMi and [SMi+l u Jl(Mi,I\IntMMi)]-,Mi-l:Int~rMi are 
simple homotopy equicalences. 
Proof. First suppose that M can be completed. Let N be a completion and regard 
M as a subset of N. Note JM is open in JN so E = JN\JM is compact. Let Di be 
the (finite) set of components of E which are boundary-less (n - l)-manifolds and 
D the remaining components. First suppose D, = 8. 
Write E = ni Xi where Xi 3 X;+ 1, and each X, c JN is a compact codimension 0 
submanifold. Let C : JN x I + N be a collar. Let M, = N\(Xi x [0, l/i)); see Remark 
1.2 for rounding the corners along JXi x l/i. Clearly, LJ;Mi =M, and (1) and (2) 
hold. To show that (3) holds we prove that M,+t\IntMMi is homeomorphic to 
SMi X [0, 11. Consider, 
M+i\Int,wM, =N\(X,+r X[O, l/(i+ l)))\[N\(% x[O, l/i))]” 
=Xi X[O, l/i)\(Xi+* X[O, l/(i+ 1)). 
This last space is naturally topologically a product over Xi x (l/i). Sow define a 
self-homeomorphism of Mi+r\IntMMi taking SM, s (Xi X (l/i)) u JXi X [0, l/i] onto 
Xi X (l/i). TO do this, first in J(Mi+i\Int,vrMi) slide JX; X [0, l/i] onto a collar of 
JX, x (l/i) in X x (l/i). Extend this homeomorphism to Mi+t\Int.vrMi by a collar 
on Mi_i\IntMMi. The inverse of this homeomorphism is then the required map. 
If D1 #8, the modification of the argument above is trivial using the collar C 
restricted to each component of D1. 
Before proving the other half of the theorem we recall a method due to Milnor 
[9] for rounding corners. Let M and N be manifolds with JM # 0 f JN. Then M x N 
is not a manifold because there is a corner set along JM x JN. Using products of 
charts in M with charts in N, M x N\(JM x JN) is given a differentiable structure. 
Using collars on JM and JN one finds an open set Lr, x U2 in M xN which is 
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“diffeomorphic” to (JM x R,) x (aN x I?,), say by h, where R, is the non-negative 
reals. Identify (aM x R,) x (8N x R,) with aM x aN x (R-f. Define d : &I4 x&V x 
(R+)2+aMxaNxRxR+ by 
4(xi, x2, r cos 8, f sin 0) = (xi, x2, f cos 28, f sin 20). 
By defining t$h to be a diffeomorphism this induces a differentiable structure on 
Cri x U2. Moreover dh has differentiable overlap with the charts on Mx 
N\(aM x aN) and thus gives a differentiable structure on M x N. 
We now prove the other half of Theorem 1.1. First observe that for each i, 
(aMi, aSMi) is bicollared in (M, aM). This is because there is a neat tubular 
neighborhood [S; p. 1141 and this is a product because SMi separates. We will 
denote such a neighborhood by SM, x[-1, l] where SMi x0=&M,, &zl, x[-1, 01~ 
Mi \IntMMi_i and SM, X [0, 1] C Mi+i\IntMM;. 
Now using the procedure above in M2\InthrM,, round the corners along aSMz 
and, inverting this process, introduce a corner set along aSMi x 1. Call the resulting 
space ML. Let h 1 : M2\IntMM1 be the identity; h, is smooth except along &?M, and 
&5M, x 1. Using the relative s-cobordism Theorem (see Section 4) we get a 
diffeomorphism 
gl : (Mh, aMI, aKmw u asMl x Lo, 1))) 
--* (SMI x [O, 1],6Mi x 0, SM, x 1) 
and we can assume gl is the identity on SMi u &3Mi x [0, 11. Let Mb be SM, x [0, l] 
with the corner set along @Mi x 1 rounded, and h2:6M1 x [0, l]+Mb be the 
identity. Then h2glhl is smooth except along aSM2 and so gives an embedding of 
M2\(IntMM1 u SM2 x (-1, 01) into Mb. 
Now in M3\IntMM2 u SM2 x [-l,O] introduce a corner set along &5M2 x 0 and 
round the corner set aSM3, call the resulting space Mt, and let h3 be the relevant 
identity map. Use the s-cobordism Theorem again to get 
with g the identity on SM2x(-1) and a6M2x[-1, 01. Consider h2glhlg2h3 on 
asM2(=asM2xO). Now h3 is not differentiable along aSM2 because we modified 
the differentiable structure; g2 then preserves this corner set. h, however now 
rounds the corner set aSM2, so that h lg2h3 is differentiable along a&M,. Then since 
h2g, is differentiable away from glglh2(6M1 x 1) we get Hi = h2g,h,gzh3 differenti- 
able except along GM,. 
Now using h2g,hl and Hi we get embedding Gi of M3\(IntMM1 uSM3 x (-l,O]) 
into M&; putting hzglhl and Hi together may not be differentiable along SMa, but 
using uniqueness of tubular neighborhoods we can alter this map slightly in a 
neighborhood of SM2 to gain differentiability (see [5; pp. 181-1821). 
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Continuing in this way we get an open embedding of M\IntMMi into Mb missing 
only a closed subset in SMi x 1 so the required completion is M\IntMM1 u Mb. 0 
Remark 1.2. The following construction will be used frequently throughout this 
paper. Let M be a manifold, X c 8M a compact codimension 0 submanifold with 
8X ~0. Let C :‘aM x [0, l]+M be a collar. We consider C restricted to X. There 
is a corner set along 8Xx 1. Using a collar of 8Xx 1 in X x 1 and C there is a 
diffeomorphism h of a neighborhood, V, of 8X x 1 to 8Xx R, x R,. Choose a 
“bump function” [5; pp. 41-421, on [0, 11, say f, so that f(i) = $, f(t) = -1, f(1) = 0 
andf’( 1) = 0. Let K be the arc {(x, y ) 1’ z<x~landy=f(x)or$~yslandx=f(y)}. 
Let A be the region under K. By rounding the corners along SX x 1 we mean: form 
the set X x[O, l]\h-‘(R, x R+\(A\K)). 
We call (M, aM) a one-ended pair provided both M and aM are connected and 
M and aM are each one-ended. 
Theorem 1.3. Let (M, aM) be a one-ended pair. Then there is a coliection {Vi} such 
that for each i: 
(1) Intbf(Vi) 2 vi+l, 
(2) f-l vi=09 
(3) Vi and SVi are closed (pointwise) submanifolds of M; Vi has corners along 
as Vi, 
(4) sVinaM=a(SV,), 
(5) M\IntM( Vi) and V\IntM Vi+1 are compact manifolds, 
(6) Vi, SVi, al V and a,(sVi) are all connected, 
(7) (SVi, a,(sV,)) is bicoffured in (M, aM). 
A subset V which satisfies (3)-(7) will be called a O-neighborhood of infinity. A 
collection {Vi} which satisfies (l)-(7) will be called a O-neighborhood system. For 
k >i we denote Vi\IntM Vk by Vi,k. 
Remark 1.4. It follows easily, for k > i that both Vi,k and ai Vi., are connected. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. The proof is a “with boundary” version of [ 13; p. 91. Choose 
a proper Morse function F:M+ [0, CO), see [lo; p. 361. By transversality assume 
that for each integer n, there is E, so that (n - E,,, n + E,) contains no critical points 
for either f or f 1 &W. Let W, = f-‘[n, a). Since M is l-ended, at most one component 
of W,, say V,, has non-compact closure. 
Suppose SV, is not connected. There are two types of components, submanifolds 
with boundary and submanifolds without boundary. To join two components one 
of which has no boundary, choose points in the interior of each and an arcDi in 
V,, which meets SV,, transversally. Then remove the interior of an open tubular 
neighborhood of Di from V,. 
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If each component has boundary then we can either join these by an arc in 
dMn V,, or not. If we can then repeat the procedure above removing also the 
neighborhood intersected with aM. If not then because dM is l-ended we can 
assume that these components can be joined by an arc in f-‘(n -t, n). In this case 
choose a closed tubular neighborhood of the arc, say T and form V,, u T. 
Now SV, has only finitely many components. By first joining all components 
with boundary to one another and then joining those components with no boundary, 
after finitely many steps we obtain a O-neighborhood system. 0 
2. Peripheral stability of ~1 
In this section we study rrl of the end of M 
f, I? 
Definition. Let Gr +- Gz CL. * . . be an inverse system of groups we call {Gi, fi} stable 
if there is a subsequence G,, 2 G,, k so that fl[ Im(fl+i ) : Im(f:_, ) + Im(fi ) is an 
isomorphism. 
We call {G, fi} sfrongly stable if we do not have to pass to a subsequence. 
Definition 2.1. Let (M, &W) be a l-ended pair. We say M has peripherally stable 
fundamental group at CO if given any O-neighborhood system of CO, {Vi}, for each 
k the inverse system {l;i( Vi u 8, Vk, x), fi}i>k is stable, wherefi is induced by inclusion 
and x E a, V,. 
Conventions. Since changing the basepoint x gives a system pro-isomorphic to the 
given one, we will usually omit it. As all bonds are induced by inclusion we abbreviate 
the inverse sequence to {x1( Vi ua, Vk)}i>k* IfAcBand,rEA,thensr1(A)-+7r1(B) 
means the morphism induced by inclusion, with both groups based at x. 
Let {Vi} be a O-neighborhood system of co. The main result of this section is to 
alter this system to { Wi} so that for each k, the bonds in {Ti( Wi u a, Wk)}i>k are 
isomorphisms. The technical tool for doing this is Theorem 2.8. 
Unfortunately, at time of writing we do not know the following: if {xl(aMu 
V[)};=, is stable does it follow that M has peripherally stable fundamental group 
at a? Certainly a yes answer would make peripheral stability much easier to check. 
Lemma 2.2. Let (M, aM) be a l-ended pair. Let {vi} and { Wi} be O-neighborhood 
systems of 00 and I/ be a O-neighborhood of CO with VI c U, WI c U. If G, = 
{sr~(Viud~(l)}~ndG~~{~~(Wiu~~U)}arestronglystuble,fhen -limG1zzG2. 
Proof. First by passing to subsequences and renumbering we can assume that 
v*=,wi~v~3w~3***. Consider where all maps are induced by inclusion. We 
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claim hi is an isomorphism from Im(fi+i) onto Im(gi). First, hi is mono because 
fi =qnhi andfi ismonoonIm(f,+i). Becausegigi+l =hifi,lqi+,andIm(gigi,l)= Im(gi), 
we have that hi(Im(fi+,)) = Im(g). But then 
lim lim 
-G,=1m(fi+,)~1m(g,)~ t-G*. cl 
Remark 2.3. With notation as in Lemma 2.2, by placing no assumptions on Gz, 
we can show Gz is stable by choosing a subsequence {W,,} so that W,,, c Vi then 
showing {rri( W,, u a,U)} is strongly stable by similar factorizations. 
Lemma 2.4. Let (M, dM) be a l-ended pair. Let M have peripherally stable funda - 
mental group at 03. Then given a O-neighborhood system {Vi} of ~0 there is a 
subsequence {V,,} so that for each k, {TT,( V,,x u al V,,)}i>k is strongly stable. 
Proof. The sequence {ri( K u 8, Vl)}i>l has a strongly stable subsequence 
{Xl(Vf,ci.loUal vlIi>lt fl: N-*N. The sequence {rl( V,,ci,u8l Vrlcl,)} is stable by 
Remark 2.3 so there is a strongly stable subsequence {rTT1( Vt2/,ci,u aI Vf,(l,)}i>l where 
fi: Im(fl)-,Im(fA The required sequence is then VI, VfIcl,, Vlzp,,,), . . . . 0 
Lemma 2.5. Let A” and Bb be manifolds with C a submanifold of B so that 
AnB=AnCandAnBc(aAnaB). Assume also thatA, B, CandAnCare 
connected. If rrI(C)+ rrl(B) is an isomorphism then rl(A u C) + rl(A u B) is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof. This is straightforward from Van Kampen’s theorem. 0 
Remark 2.6. Let (M”, JM) be a l-ended pair and {Vi} be a O-neighborhood system 
of 00. Assume rl( Vi) is finitely presented for each i. Then using the techniques of 
[13; pp. 16-201 we can modify Vi to VI so that rl(SVI ) + rTTI( Vi ) is an isomorphism 
and a subsequence { Vl,} is a O-neighborhood system of co. 
Remark 2.7. Suppose V and W are O-neighborhoods of 00, V c IntM W, 7i-1(SV) + 
7rl( V) is an isomorphism and ker(r,( V) + rTT1( W)) is normally finitely generated. 
If we obtain V’ from V by performing surgery as in [13] to kill ker(ri(SV) -+ ST,(W)) 
then we have srl(SV’) + rTT1( V’) is an isomorphism. 
The following is the first main technical step in building the product cobordisms 
necessary to apply Theorem 1.1. 
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Theorem 2.8. Let (M”, JM), n 2 5, be a l-ended pair. Suppose M has peripherally 
stable fundamental group at CO. Let {Vi} be a O-neighborhood system of 00 so that: 
(i) rrl(SV,) + srl( Vi) is isomorphism, 
(ii) for each k, {TT~( Vi u a~ Vk)}i>k is strongfy stable. 
LetG,,=_“” {71.1(Vi ualvk))i>k* A ssume Gk and n,( Vi) are jinitely presented for 
a[[ i and k. Then there is a O-neighborhood system {Vi } such that: (1) for each i 
there is some ni for which ~TI( V! ) z G,, ; and (2) the following are ail isomorphisms : 
(4 m@VI)-,m(VI), 
lb) x~(V~+~ uJ,V:)+srl(V~ uJ,V~), forj>i, 
(c) 7r1(6VJ UJ,V;j)+Tl(V;j), forj>i, 
(4 Tl(SV:)+Tl(V;j), forj>i. 
Definition. A O-neighborhood system satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 2.8 
will be called a l-neighborhood system. 
Note that Remarks 2.7 and 2.8, and Lemma 2.2 show we can get a O-neighbor- 
hood system satisfying (i) and (ii). Later we obtain the finitely presented conditions 
if we know that M is ‘tame at 03’. 
Proof of Theorem 2.8. Assume {Vi} is a O-neighborhood system as in the hypothesis 
of the theorem. Recall for k Cj, Vk,j is a compact manifold with J(Vk,j) = 
8Vk u 6Vj u Ji vk,# For k <j, let Hk.j : J( Vk.j) X I+ Vk.j be a COhr. Define, 
C(k, j)=Hk.~(~V~~[O,~l)UHk,i(J~~k,j~[0,~1)~ 
Since C(k, j) n SVt = SVt and Sq is bicollared, C(k, j) u Vj is a manifold. Using 
uniqueness of tubular neighborhoods [5] we can assume 
Vi+luC(i,i+l)~Vt+,uC(i,i+2) and 
Vt+,uC(i,i+l)l> Vt+2uC(i,i+2). 
Define Vi” = Vi+2 u C(i, i +2). Using the collar coordinates, there is a strong 
deformation retraction of pairs, 
R:(Vk+~uC(k,k+l), v~l’)-‘(vk+,UJ,vk, vk+,UJ,vk). 
So it follows that 
Im[rri( VL”)+ Wrl( V.+l u C(k, k + l))]~ 
Since~l(SVk)-,~~(Vk)isanisomorphism,byLemma2.5rrl(C(k, k+2))+rr,(V’,“) 
is an isomorphism. There is a natural diffeomorphism C(k, k +2) z6Vk1’ X [O, 11, 
so that SVL” x0 corresponds to SVL” cC(k, k t2). Hence T~(SV~“)+TI(V~“) 
is an isomorphism. 
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Let H~“:(6V~“,asV~*‘)x[O, l]+(V~“,dlV~“) be a collar. Define Vk*‘= 
Vr’\HY’(6VY’ x [0, t)). Clearly 
V3’ c Int,(C(k, k + 1) u Vkcl), 
rL(SVi2’) + rl( Vi2’) is an isomorphism, and 
Im[srt(V~2’)+sr1(C(k,k+l)u Vk+,)]=Gk. 
Now round corners so that (6VT’)” is a submanifold of M. We can now appeal 
to [13; pp. 19-201 to ‘kill’ ker[rr1(SVL2’)+r1(C(k, k +l)u V,+,)]. 
There is a finite set A which normally generates this kernel. Choose representa- 
tives for each class in A to lie in (6Vi2’)‘. In the surgery described in [13] choose 
the ‘disks’ and ‘tubular neighborhoods’ to lie in (C(k, k + 1)u VkcJ. This is easily 
done because the boundary of a manifold is collared. 
Let { Vy’} be the modified { VL2’}. Now, by passing to subsequences if necessary, 
we can assume {Vii’} is a O-neighborhood system, and that each sequence {ri( Vi” u 
aI Vy’)}i>k is strongly stable. It now follows from 2.7 and 2.6 that r1(6V?‘) s G,, 
and that vrI(SV~3’)+~I( Vi3’) is an isomorphism. So 1 and 2(a) of the theorem 
hold for {V’,“}. 
Claim. 1. Let k be fixed and i > k ; then n,( Vj3’ u dI VL3’)- T,( V’,“) is onto. 
Proof. For each i, let Vi = Vi u C(i, i + 1). Remember we have relabeled so that 
VP’ corresponds to V!,:. Consider the following array; all maps are induced by 
inclusion: 
B: ~I(Vn~+I~w,,) c- dvnk+2ua,vn,) f-- ~l(vnk+3~alvnk~ f-- . . - 
D: (2) a,(VLy) - ~,(v,~+, ua,vk:) t . . . 
Each vertical map is an isomorphism because the inclusions on spaces are homotopy 
equivalences. Because sequence B is strongly stable, so are sequences A, C, and 
D, all with inverse limit group G,,. Let 0 be the natural copy of G,, in ri(p_). 
Then by its construction, 7rl( Vi3’) + rTTI( tin,,) is an isomorphism onto Q. Then for 
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j suitably large, consider 
The image of P in r,( en;,,) is Q, f is mono, and the diagram commutes. Hence g 
must be onto, and Claim 1 is proved. 
We now show that by repeating this process on { Vi3’} we can conclude the 
remainder of the theorem. 
Define VP’ = VL3i,‘:, u c(k, k + 1) where c(k, j) is analogous to C(k, j). Let Vii’ = 
VP’\(open collar on SV);1’), i.e. the same procedure as obtaining VL2’ from Vt’. 
Because ~r~(6V:~‘) + ?r,( Vi”) is an isomorphism, the definition of c(k, j) makes 
7rl(SVi5’)+ rI( V’,“) an isomorphism. Since for each k, {r,( vi3 u J, V:)}i>k is 
strongly stable and J, VL5’ = J, VL3’\(open collar on J(J, VL3’)), we conclude that for 
each k, {7rl( Vi” u 81 Vjl’)}i>k is strongly stable, and E{ni( Vi” u J, Vi5)))i,k s 
G,,. For i > k define 
Hi = Im[fp : TT,(V:~:, uJ,V’,S’)+~~,(V;~’ uJlV’,5’)]. 
Obviously, Hi = G,,. 
Claim 2. (I) Im(7r,(V~5’ u~,V~~‘)+~T,(V)~’ ~a,V~~‘))=ff~ 
(II) 7n(SV’k5’)-, 7r,( vi3’, is onto. 
Proof of I. Using the collar coordinates there is a strong deformation retraction 
R : (Vi:’ u aI V’,” ) + ( Vi’,‘l u J, V(,” ). So it follows that 
Im[rri( VI” uJ, V’,“) + 7r1( Vi3’ uJ, VlJ’)] 
=Im[rri(V)?, uJlV~‘)-7rl(V~” uJ,V5,)]=&. 
Proof of II. By Claim 1, we need only observe that Vi5’ 1 uL31z u JiVlZ’\(open 
collar on J(Ji VL3’ ). 
Claim 3. There is a O-neighborhood system { Vl } so thatfor each pair (k, i) with k < i: 
(a) ~I(SV~)+~~~(V~~‘) isan isomorphism; 
(b) rrl(SVi)+~~(Vf) is an isomotphism; 
(c) HZ; = Im(sri(VI u&V;)+sr,(V~~ u&V’,5,‘)). 
Proof. As this is done by essentially killing, Ki = ker[rri(bVi”)+ a*( Vi”)] parts (a) 
and (b) will follow from Remarks 2.6 and 2.7. We concentrate on proving (c). 
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Let Vi be obtained from Vi” by killing Ki. Then (a) and (b) hold and (c) is 
vacuous. 
Inductice Hypothesis. Suppose Vi, . . . , Vi-, have been chosen by killing K,,, for 
1 s j < i - 1, so that 8, Vi = a, Vc’, IntM Vj 1 Vjtl and (a), (b) and (c) hold. 
We now construct Vi by first choosing n, so that VLy’ c Intlvr Vl-,. Now K,, is 
normally finitely generated. Let [d] E K_, choose p E [d] so that p c SQht’. Since 
dim M 2 5, and SV::’ is two-sided in M we can choose a disk D with dD =p, 
D c or;f’ and D n SVC’ a finite set of circles. If 0 f D n SVC’, then the following 
argument can be adopted easily to innermost circles, so we assume that 
DnSV!,:’ =p. 
Case 1. D c VL:‘. Then we choose a tubular neighborhood T of D so that 
T n 8 V2’ c (S Vz' )‘. Define V: = VE’ \f. By transversality it follows that rr,( Vi ) + 
rr,(V!,:‘) is an isomorphism. For k <i, a,V; =a, V$ so by Lemma 2.5 sr,(Vl u 
a, V; ) --, n~( V2 u 8, VLy ) is an isomorphism. Thus, 
=H,n; by Claim (2 J 
= G,,. 
Case 2. D c s!,T’\q!,:‘. Then we choose a tubular neighborhood of D so that 
T n a( V2’ \ L?,t’ ) c (S V!,:) )“. Define V,! = Vx’ u T. Clearly 7ri( V!,:‘) + rl( V! ) is 
onto. So for k <i, consider (all maps induced by inclusion): 
Since gl is onto and the diagram commutes we get Im(gJ = Im(g3g,) = Im(g3) and 
by Claim 2, Im gz = Hi; = G,,. 
This establishes that part (c) of the claim holds after one surgery. The induction 
on the number of surgeries involved is similar. This then finishes the inductive step 
to establish part (c) of the claim. 
We now resume the proof of Theorem 2.8 by showing {Vi} is the required 
O-neighborhood system. 
Part 1 holds because ri( Vf,3,)) = G,( and ri( Vz’) = rl( Vi) by Claim 3(a). Con- 
clusion 2(a) holds by Claim 3(b). 
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Let k <i. Then rTTI( Vi) + rrL( VLT’) is an isomorphism and 8, V; = 8, Vfk’ so, by 
Lemma 2.5, 
7r,(Vi “a*v;)~rr,(vj;f’“a,v’,S,‘) 
is an isomorphism. Consider 
rri(VI u&V;) 
P, 
- Ti(Vj;f’ u&v;;) 
Y T T a P ICI ?r*(V:+,ua,v;) - mw!l~!,Ld,V',S,') 
where all maps are induced by inclusions. 
Now by stability, a! maps Hz;+’ isomorphically onto HI;. /3i and pi+i are isomorph- 
isms and Claim 3 shows Im(Pi) = Hl; and Im(Pi+i) = H:;+‘. So, since the diagram 
commutes, y must be an isomorphism. This proves part 2b of the theorem. Observe 
this last argument shows that x1( V!,t’ u 8, V’n”,’ ) = Hl; because pi is an isomorphism. 
We now show 2c holds. Consider, for i > k, 
where all maps are induced by inclusion. 
Now, LY and p are known isomorphisms. Since g is onto, by Claim 1, and g IHz; 
is mono, it follows that g is an isomorphism. Therefore f is an isomorphism. 
Since r,(SV; ) + nl( V;) is an isomorphism, by Lemma 2.5 7r1(& VLvi u SK) + 
rrl(dl VLi u Vi) is an isomorphism. Because ai V;i u V! =dl Vi u Vi, i. in the 
following Van Kampen diagram is an isomorphism: 
7T*(al V;.i U S Vi 
By 2.5, i2 is an isomorphism. Because il and it are mono, it follows from Van 
Kampen’s Theorem that q1 and q2 are mono. Obviously q1 is onto so it is an 
isomorphism. Thus i, is an isomorphism. 
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To show that 2d holds, consider 
Because f and g are known isomorphisms, h is also. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.8. Cl 
We now prove that peripheral stability is a necessary condition for M to admit. 
a completion. 
Theorem 2.9. Let (M, dM) be a l-ended pair and suppose that Mean be completed. 
Then M has peripherally stable fundamental group at 00. 
Proof. By Theorem 1.1 we can choose a l-neighborhood system, say {Vi}. Let { Wi} 
be any O-neighborhood system of CO. Let k be fixed, we want to show {ri( Wi u a, W,)) 
is stable. Choose n SO that IntM Wk 2 V,. By assumption, {7ri( Vi ud, Vn)}isn is 
strongly stable. Use Lemma 2.5 with A =a,(W,\IntMV,J,C=SV,,andB=Vito 
obtain {rri( Vi U al Wk))ianax(k.n) strongly stable. Now, by Remark 2.3, {nl(Wi u 
a, wk))isk is stable. q 
Definition 2.10. A space X is tame at CO if given a compact subset A CX there 
is a compact subset B DA, a compact polyhedron K and maps f and g so that the 
following diagram commutes up to homotopy: 
Theorem 2.11. Let (M, dM) be a l-ended pair. Suppose M is tame at 00 and has 
peripherally stable fundamental group at CO. Then there is a l-neighborhood system 
of 00. 
Proof. We want to use Theorem 2.8. In order to get the hypothesis (i) use Lemma 
2.4. To get a O-neighborhood system (Vi} satisfying (ii) we can use Remark 2.6 
once we know rri( V) is finitely presented, for any O-neighborhood of co, V. By [2; 
p. 1841, it follows that V is finitely dominated. Hence mi( Vi) is finitely presented 
by [17, p. 601. For i C k, aI Vi.k and SVi are compact connected manifolds, SO it 
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follows from Van Kampen’s Theorem that rri( V, UJ, V,) is finitely presented. 
Finally as Gi is a retract of 7ri( V, ua, Vi) it is also finitely presented. Thus we can 
apply 2.8. Cl 
3. Building h -cobordisms 
The theorem of this section reveals the obstruction to the existence of an infinite 
sequence of suitable h -cobordisms. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that (M, aM) is a l-ended pair. Suppose M is tame at x 
and M has peripherally stable fundamental group at 30. Then there is a O-neighbor- 
hood system of 03, {V,}, such that for each i both inclusions (a) SV, --* Vi.i+l and (b) 
(~~~+l~al~.i-l~+ X.i+l are homotopy equivalences if and only if the Wall 
obstruction u(M) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose {Vi} satisfies (a). Then for each i there is a strong deformation 
retraction ri : Vi,i+l + S Vi by [ 151. Concatenating these maps gives a strong deforma- 
tion retraction from Vi onto SVi. Since both SVi and M\Int, Vi are compact 
manifolds it follows o(SVi) and cr(M\Int.vr Vi) are zero, thus (T( V,) = 0. NOW the 
Sum Theorem, [13; p. 481 gives 
o(M) = -jo*o(6V,) +j,*a(M\Int.+r Vi) +jz*c+( V,) = 0, 
where ji* is the map induced on PO by inclusion. 
Before proving the other direction we recall a result from [13]. We claim that 
the indicated proof of Theorem 10.1 [ 13; p. 1081 actually proves the following: 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose W”, n 2 6, is a one-ended manifold with a W diffeomorphic 
to the interior of a compact manifold. Suppose W is tame at CO, T*(F) is stable, and 
the natural maps IT~(F)+T~( W) and srl(aW) + 7rL( W) are isomorphisms. Suppose 
A c a Wis a submanifold so that 8 W\A = 6A x [0, 1). Then there are arbitrarily small 
O-neighborhoods of CO, V, such that: 
(I) The inclusion SV + V is a homotopy equivalence, 
(II) rr,(SV) + TI( W) is an isomorphism, 
(III) VnaW=6Ax[t, 1) 
ifandonlyifa(W)=O. 
The arguments for (II) occur on pages 26-27 and 41-42 of [13]. 
Now suppose that (M, aM) is as in 3.1 and UM = 0. By 2.11 we can choose a 
l-neighborhood system {Vi}. For each i we are going to apply 3.2 to ( Vi\dL Vi, (S Vi)“), 
so we now check that the hypotheses are satisfied. 
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Hi(a6V, x[O, l])cSVk, fork =i,i, 
Hj(d8V~ x 0) = &SV,, for k = i, j, 
n Hj(aM x [O, 11) = ahf. 
i>i 
Define X(j) = [Vi u ffj(dl V;,j X [0, f])]\ai Vi. Assume that Hi has been chosen SO 
that X(i + 1) c Intv,\a, v,(X(j)). 
Since {Vi} is a l-neighborhood system, {ni( Vj u 8, Vi)}j>i is strongly stable. Since 
both (a, Vi u Vi)- (X(j) ud, Vi) andX(j) -X(j) uai Vi are homotopyequivalences, 
using {X(j)}, rri(~) is easily seen to be stable in the sense of Siebenmann. Moreover 
since X(j)+ Vi induces an isomorphism on rl it follows that TV+ ri(Vi) is an 
isomorphism. 
By the Sum Theorem Vi has finite type for each i. Since Vi has the same homotopy 
type as Vi\81 Vi it follows Vi\a, Vi has finite type. Vi\81 Vi is tame at 03 because by 
the Sum Theorem X(j) has finite type for j>i. Choose A in 3.2 to be SVi\(collar 
on 88 Vi). 
Applying 3.2 to Vi for each i we get a sequence {Qi}. Choose a subsequence 
{Q,J so that Q,,,, c IntM(clW Q,,). Note clM Q,, = Q,, u al V,, and cIMSQ,,, = 
sQ,, u a8 V,,,. 
Let V(i) = clMQ,,. It follows that SV(i)+ V(i) is a homotopy equivalence. This 
implies S V(i) + [ V(i)\IntM( V(j)] for j > 1 is a homotopy equivalence. To see that 
[SV(j) udl( V(i)\IntM( V(i + l))]-+ V(i)\Int( V(i + 1)) 
is a homotopy equivalence, we need only show that this map induces an isomorphism 
on r1 and then use Poincare Duality in the universal covers. 
Let V(i)\IntM( V(i + 1) = V(i, i + 1). Both SV(i) --, V(i, i + 1) and 6V(i) + Vni 
induce isomorphisms on ~1, so V((i, i + l)+ V,, does also. Since {Vi} is a l- 
neighborhood system, ri(di Vni.n,+, u V,,+,) --, rl( V,,) is an isomorphism. Because 
SV(i + 1) + V,,_, is an isomorphism and al V(i, i + 1) = 8, V,,,,,+, applying 2.5 gives 
nl(&V(i, i+ l)uSV(i+ 1))+7(& Vn,.n,+,~ V,,+,) is an isomorphism. Thus 
ai V(i, i + 1) uSVi+l--, V,,, induces an isomorphism on ni. But the following diagram 
commutes. 
7rl(V(i,i+l)) L 7rl(Vn,) 
7rl(&V(i,i+l)uSV(i+1)) 
So j is an isomorphism. q 
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4. Building s -cobordisms 
In this section we define a final obstruction. This occurs when we try to turn the 
h -cobordisms of the last section into s- cobordisms. 
Theorem 4.1. Let (M, aM) be a 1 -ended pair, dim M z 6. Suppose M is tame at 
CO, M has peripherally stable fundamental group at 00, and o(M) = 0. Then there is 
an obstruction T=(M) in lim’{Wh(rri Vi)} which is 0 if and only if M admits a 
completion. 
Proof. First we define r,(M) for M as above. By Theorem 3.1, we can choose a 
O-neighborhood system, {Vi}, so that for each i, the inclusion fi : 66 --, Vi,i+l is a 
homotopy equivalence. So fi determines a torsion r(fi) in Wh(rriVi,i+i). Let 
Wh(xi V.i+i)+ Wh(rri V) be induced by inclusion and ri E Wh(riK) denote the 
image of r(fi). Define r,(M) to be the image of (71, 72, . . .)~n Wh(7ri V) in 
Iim’{Wh(rri Vi)}. It is not hard to verify that r,(M) is well-defined, [2; p. 1871. We 
also observe that r,(M) equals T&M x 0) as defined in [2]. 
Now suppose that M has a completion. By Theorem 1.1 there is a neighborhood 
system of co{ Vi} SO that T(fi) = 0, where fi : 6 Vi + Vt.i+l is inclusion. It then follows 
that T.&M) = 0. 
Before proving the other half of the theorem we recall some facts about 
cobordisms. 
By a cobordism with boundary we mean a compact manifold W” and two disj’oint 
manifolds MO, MI c aW so that V =clw(aW\(MOuM1)) is a cobordism between 
aM,, and aMI. Call (W, MO, MI) a nice cobordism if V = aMO x I, and MO + W and 
MI + W are both homotopy equivalences. 
Relative s-cobordism Theorem. Let dim W 3 6, (W, MO MI) be a nice cobordism. 
Then W = MO x [0, l] if and only if T( W, MO) = 0. 
Splitting Theorem. Let M”, m zz 6 be a compact manifold with boundary and let 
T E Wh(riM). There is a decomposition of M x [0, l] = MI u Mz such that 
(1) Ml is a nice cobordism with one end of MI being M x 0 and T(M~, M x 0) = T 
(2) MI n MZ = SM2 is bicoliared in M x [0, l] 
(3) Mz is a nice cobordism with one end being M x 1 and T(M~, SM2) = -T. 
(See [12] and [8].) 
We now prove the other half of 4.1. Assume T,(M) = 0. Then we can choose 
(PI, P.29 *. .7 in nF_, Wh(xiVi) so that (pi-p2, ,uz-~J,. . .)= (~1, ~2,. . .) in 
nz, Wh(ni Vi) (we have suppressed the bonding maps). 
Because 6 Vi + Vi,i+l is a homotopy equivalence. We can choose /.L I E Wh ar(6 Vi) 
SO that pi goes to pi E Wh a,( Vi.i+l) under the inclusion-induced isomorphism. Let 
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SVi x[O, l] be a collar of &Vi in Vi-1.i with SVi identified with 6Vi X 1. Use the 
splitting theorem to write 
s vi X [O, l] = M!” u MI*‘, 
with 
i*(/JI)=7(Sn/li XO+M~“), 
i*(/.& !) = -r(SM12’ +Mf ). 
Define Vl = Vi u MI’). Clearly SV! + V;i+l is a homotopy equivalence. Moreover, 
by the formula for the torsion of a composition [l], this is a simple equivalence. 
We now want to see that we have a nice cobordism. By our choice of Mi’s, 
13,( Vi \IntM Vf+,) = l3~I4~~’ u (collar on dt3Vi) 
U (a, Viei+ u collar on asVi+*) USMf+1. 
We want a strong deformation retraction from V;i+l to Fi = al( V;i+l )u SM~2,‘l. 
To achieve this observe there are strong deformation retractions 
rl :A4i2’ +SVi, 
r2: vi\vi+l~(alv,.i,,\(asv;:+,x(O, l]))U(Svi+lxO) 
(where we have collared daVi+l in a, Vi.i+l), 
f&f;-I “d&f;+l umfi’,,. 
Piecing these together gives the required retraction. Now apply the Relative 
s-cobordism Theorem to (V;i+l, SV!, Fi) and use Theorem 1.1 to show that M 
admits a completion. 0 
5. Examples and a stable completion theorem 
Example 5.1. This first example is a manifold which does not have a completion 
but whose product with Q has a Q-manifold completion. Let M be the Mazur 
manifold as described in [ll; p. 3.561. The facts we need about M are: dim M = 4, 
M is contractible, and 8M is not simply connected. Let D = A4 x N. For i > 1 in 
dkf x {i} choose 2 disjoint 3-balls B+(i) and B_(i). For i = 1 choose one 3-ball 
B+( 1). Let N be the quotient space obtained by identifying B+(i) with B-(i + 1) 
for all i, and round the corners in N. Define Ni = cIN(N\U:,~ M x (i)). 
Observe SNi = B+(j) =B_(j + 1). Since M x {i} strong deformation retracts onto 
B-(i) for each i, SNj + Nj is a homotopy equivalence. Because SNj + Nj\IntNNj+l is 
a homotopy equivalence and SNj is simply connected, by [l; p. 321 this is a simple 
equivalence. Using the {Ni} it follows that N is tame at 00, c(N) = 0 and T&N) = 0. 
Hence [2] M x Q has a Q-manifold completion. Let Gi = 7rl(dM x {i}). From Van 
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Kampen’s Theorem we see that ri(aNuNk) =Gi * G: *. * * * Gk-r where * 
denotes free product. Moreover, the inverse sequence 
7rl(aNuN,)+. . .trrl(aNuN,)crr,(aNuNk,*)t’ * * 
is equivalent to 
Gl - ***G,*Gr***.*Gk_l p4-1 IS,*&*.. .*Gk_l*Gk+.. ., 
PI 
where pi is the retraction which kills G,. Thus {rri(13NuNk)}t,i cannot be stable, 
so N does not admit a completion. 0 
By forming S” x N for n 3 1 we get a class of manifolds for each dimension 25 
with the same properties as N. The following theorem shows that these manifolds 
stably admit completions. It also explains why there is no fundamental group 
condition in [2]. 
Theorem 5.2. Let (Mm, aM), m 2 6 be a 1-endedpair which is tame at 03, u(M) = 0, 
and rm(M) = 0. Let h :M” -, N” be a proper neat embedding with n 2rn +3. Let T 
be a closed tubular neighborhood of h (M). Then T can be completed. 
Proof. We identify M with hM. Recall T is a disk bundle over M, [5]. Let p : T +M 
be projection; note that p is cell-like. By [3; p. 1031 this implies that M x 0 is 
homeomorphic to T x Q. Thus T is tame at co, a(T) = 0 and T=(T) = 0. So we 
need only show that T has stable fundamental group at 30 in order to conclude 
that T can be completed. 
Let {Mi} be a O-neighborhood system of 00 for M. Define ?; = p-‘(Mi); then {T} 
is a O-neighborhood system of CO for T. Since M, has codimension 23 in Tit by 
standard transversality arguments, we get r,(a,T,) + rrl(Ti u a,T,) is an isomorph- 
ism. This implies that rl(‘T;+l u&Tk)+m,(?;: ualTk) is an isomorphism. Thus 
{rl(Ti u &Tk)}i,k is stable. 0 
Example 5.3. We now sketch a construction in [4] for realizing finiteness obstruc- 
tions. Let K be a polyhedron and (r : (K, ko) + (K, ko) be a map with (Y homotopic 
to a2(rel ko). Let Map(a) denote the infinite direct mapping cylinder of a. Let K,,, 
n=O, l,..., be copies of K with i, : K + K, a homeomorphism for each n. Let 
cr,, :K,, + Kncl be induced by CY. 
Map(a) = M(~o) UK, Mb A UK2 . - - , where M(rui) is the mapping cylinder of 
ai. Show that io: K + Map(a) is a homotopy domination. TO do this, construct a 
map s : Map(a) + K by choosing a homotopy F: K x I + K with F0 = (Y and F1 = a’. 
Then one can show in general that if y : Map(a) + Map(a) restricts to the identity 
on K. then y is homotopic to the identity. Use this to show ios is a homotopy 
equivalence. 
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Let K be a 2-dimensional polyhedron and [P] E i,rri(K). Let F = PO0 be the 
free Z[ni(K)] module on generators {xi,. . . , xi}. Let X = K v St v S: v. - . v ST 
where v denotes wedge. Recall I;,(X) = rr,(K)@sr,(X, K) and rr,(X, K) = F (as 
Z[rri(K)] modules). So (Y : P@Q --, Q + F induces cu’ :r,,(X)+ r,,(X). Moreover 6 
can be induced by a map (Y :X +X which is the identity on K. Then check that 
cT(Map(cu )) = iJP]. 
We now modify Map(a) so that it is a manifold. Choose a C’-triangulation of 
R”, n 37. Embed Map(a) as a subpolyhedron of R”, say by h. Let N be a regular 
neighborhood of h(Map(cY)), see [12]. Since Map(a) is l-ended and codimension 
of Map(a)24 in N it follows that (N, aN) is a ‘l-ended pair’. Because N is a 
codimension 0 combinatorial submanifold of R” by [6] there is a homeomorphism 
from R” to itself taking N onto a differentiable submanifold N’. Then as the Wall 
obstruction is an invariant of homotopy type, a(N’) #O provided a(Map(a)) # 
0. a 
Note. Another example (requiring more work) is in [13]. 
Example 5.4. This next example is a finite dimensional version of the example in 
[2] of a Q-manifold, M, with T=(M) #O. Let G = ZOZOZS and (Y : G +G by 
a(a, 6, c) = (2a, 6,6). It is shown, [2; pp. 192-1931, that the first derived limit of 
the induced inverse sequence of Whitehead groups, 
Wh(G) a Wh(G) 5 ..a 
is non-zero. 
We show how to realize an element (pi, r?, . . .) in lim’{Wh(G), (u*} geometrically. 
So assume (ri, TV,. . .> has been given. Let 
M=S’xS’xS’xS2x[0, 11; 
r,(M) is isomorphic to Z@Z@iz. Choose a simple closed curve, y, which represents 
10 106 in y c S’ x S’ x S’ x 1. Attach a 2-handle along y. Observe the right hand 
boundary of the result has fundamental group isomorphic to ZOZOZS. Call this 
boundary set Mi. Now in Mi build a codimension 0 submanifold MZ which has 
the property that 7rl(M2) + rri(Mi) is CY. Build Mz as follows: First represent the 
elements 20000, 00 100 and 0000 1 in rrl(iM) by simple closed curves. Fatten 
these by tubular neighborhoods. Assume these tubular neighborhoods are joined 
in a small neighborhood of the base point. After rounding the corners we get a 
submanifold N with both ri(aN) and s;i(N) isomorphic to the free product 
Z * Z * Z. Now attach 2-disks to aN to make this group abelian and so that the 
last factor becomes &. It is here we need dim M1 > 5. Now fatten these disks by 
closed tubular neighborhoods and round the corners. The last manifold is the 
required M2. 
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Now form MI x [0, l] u Mz x [0,2] with M2 x 1 c Mi x [0, l] identified with Mz x 
0. Use the Splitting Theorem of Section 4 to get a set M$” CM x [l, 21 so that 
7(M2x1+Mk1’)=rl. Let 
N1 =M, x[O, l]uMzx[O, l]uM:“. 
Recall Mk” is a nice cobordism, call the end which is not MZ X 1, M(2). Repeat 
the procedure above with M(2) replacing Mi to get M3 with sri(M~)+rri(M(2)) 
being (Y. Then build the corresponding M\” with r(M(2) x 1 +M:“) = TZ. The 
required manifold N is 
M~x[O,l]uM~x[O,l]uM:“uM~X[O,l]uM:”u~~~. El 
6. Classifying Completions 
Let (M, dM) be a l-ended pair. Let N and No be two completions of M with 
i :M + N and i0 : M + No the appropriate embeddings. Following [ 131 and [2] we 
say that N is equivalent to No provided for each compact subset A CM there is a 
diffeomorphism h : N + No such that h IA is the identity. Really, we should say 
(io)-‘h i/A is th e I en I y u we will suppress i and io. We have an analogue of ‘d t’t b t 
a theorem of [2]: 
Theorem 6.1. Let (M, aA4) be a l-ended pair. Suppose M has a completion. The 
set of equivalence classes of completions for M is in one-to-one correspondence with 
lim 
-A compact Wh(rlW\A)). 
Proof. Let N = M u Z be a fixed completion of M. Let N’ denote another comple- 
tion, N = M uZ’. Choose l-neighborhood systems {Mi} and {MI} so that: 
(1) MicIntMM; CM; cIntMMzCMzCIntMM; CM; c-e*, 
(2) r(SMi + (N\IntNMi)) = 0, 
(3) 7(6MI --* (N’\IntN, MI )) = 0. 
It follows that SMi +M:\IntMMi is a homotopy equivalence. Let xi = 
j*(T(SMi + M,! \Int Mi)) wherej, . * Wh rl(Mi \Int Mi) --* Wh rri(M\Int Mi) is induced 
by inclusion. Moreover it follows that 
lim lim 
(Xi) E C- Wh ri(M\Int Mi)(E -A compact W’h T 1 (MM )))a 
We define r(N, N’) = (xi) and observe that T(N, N’) is well defined, [2]. 
We claim that if N is equivalent to N’ then r(N, N’) = 0. To see this let {Mi} and 
{MI } be chosen. There is a diffeomorphism hi : N + N’ fixing Mi for each i. This 
implies 7(6Mi + N’\Int Mi) = 0. Since T(c~MI + N’\Int,, M,! ) = 0 we get that T(SMi + 
MI \Int Mi) = 0. It follows r(N, N’) is zero. 
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We now prove the converse: that if T(N, N’) = 0 then N is equivalent to N’. Let 
A CM be compact. Choose i so that A c M,. Since SMi + N\Int Mi is a simple 
homotopy equivalence and the {MC} are a l-neighborhood system. There is a 
homeomorphism h : N + M, u SMi x [0, 11, where SMi x [0, l] is a collar on SMi in 
M\IntMMi. We may assume h is pointwise fixed on Mi. Similarly there are homeo- 
morphisms 
h~:MiuSMiX[O, l]+Mi USA’f~ X[Oy l] 
and 
h2:N’*M; u&VI x[O, 11. 
So h ;‘h Ih : N * N’ is a homeomorphism fixed on A. By adjusting for corner sets 
as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 this can be altered slightly to give a diffeomorphism 
still fixed on A. 
For N a fixed completion we define, B(N, N’) = r(N, N’). If N, N’ and N” are 
all completions for M then B(N, N”) = B(N, N’) + 8(N’, N”). From this it is not hard 
to show that 8 is l-l. 
We now show that B is onto. Let {Mi} be the filtration of M given from Theorem 
1.1. Let 
lim 
(Xi)E 7 (Wh ri(M\Int.vMi)). 
Since SMi +M\IntMMi is a homotopy equivalence we can choose yi E Wh rrI(&V&) 
so that yi goes to xi under the inclusion induced homeomorphism. 
Let SMi x [0, l] denote a collar on SMi in M\Int.wMi. Use the Splitting Theorem 
of Section 4 to decompose this collar into M! u Mf so that r(SMi x 0 + Mi’ ) is y;. 
Define M[ =MiuMf. Observe the {MI} satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1. 
Let N’ denote the completion constructed in 1.1 and we have r(N, N’) is (xi). 0 
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